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WiiNSU AGAINST SOVIET IGSUICAL INTERROGATION /
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v/^-* International treaties or other agreements never -have controlled
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ejtP®riinental development or actual use of unconventional methods of Tracing

^
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war

* : Ancludinc devices for subversive use; fiendish acts in espionage;

p.
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and curler of battle captives; q/ physical duress and other persuasive

actions in interrogation of prisoners. •

A Our defense against these actions depends upon our knowledge of

potential eq.emy capability. Evidence of experimental and actual use of

interrogation . techniques by the Soviets, in order to obtain intelligence and

court confessions independent of the interrogatees ' volition, high lights

•• the need of intensive medical investigation.

y 3» The behavior of defendants at court trials in Russia (1) and her

satellite countries (2), and the whole pattern of Soviet trial procedure in
/}/"

>

r.ni-

general, make it essential to investigate the^use of drugs, hypnotism,

hypno-narco-analysis, electric and drug shock and possibly the use of ultra-

sonics.

'
. yj lx, This^yroposecr investigation* appears--to-^e-more—essential-when

Documentary evidence leads to the belief that Russia has been conducting

medical research on the subject, has actually used various techniques, and

'y$r. has made provision for large scale production of uncommon special drugs, (3) .. '
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V for thair. speech-producing effects on prisoners. of. war. .
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* Adequate 'evidence is' available -il-jg that the Soviet has used '
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physical- duress
.
and/or. a, large number. .of different drugs in their attempts . ,. 4
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v, . to enhance, results of standard psychiatric ..interrogation. /•
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iv‘ /6. • '•Evidence of •,subconscious .isolation, 'amnesia, and. destruction
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behavior patterns, rapport, r.y ')•> to n:? oi' residual effects oT treatments, and

the physical condition of prisoners indies Co l,l*p use of drugs for forced con-

Jfaj
lftr- r,ni° nr!

treat - icnt before trial of these'

Detail:: of the

1 73 other well known

court cases ore not available. Several documents (3) refer to memorised

testimony and departure from text indicating forced false confessions.
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ijvidence of the use of drujjs for court trials and probable extensive

use on war prisoners in the futiu'c, is supported by a report of a largo planta-

tion in Ilikita Gardens and another plantation at lkikchisarai in the Crimea (ij)

devoted to "the breeding and raising of subtropical plants Cor their. speech

producing effects. Sources report the use of an extract from the Ilikita plant

combined with an extract of a plant reported to be found only in .Tashkent for
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speech producing effects.
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1« rliy.-o cal duress hap been used very -extensively by the Russians.

\fi
- • Dm,;" . can be used by the Soviet overtly or surreptitiously

to produce a variety of effects, from physical discomfort such as

exhaustion, to unconsciousness or death. Come -would dull mental .faculties

no that automatic or mechanical responses would lie ;jl"on in answer to

questions irstsM of reasoned answers. Others would induce loquacious-

ness «r lower resistance against telling the truth. If th« -»~ntal
/''••••

faculties have not been destroyed,
(
these dru-s should not l-csult in

asuicsia 02' interrogations in most eases.

y^3 . Soviet efforts to produce an efficacious drn~ indicate that

Russia ha..' been proparinG l.o use a- tli'iirj for intelligence • uryoscs. Dru^s

could be administered in many nays by espionage personnel, and over an
t ‘

'

extensive combat area to obtain bat Lie intelligence, .mi efficacious

dru<; nisht win or.-lose battles. Very little training would -b-c required

to administer dru^s for (a) interrogation purposes, (b) espionage intclli-

Gcncc tiickciy and (c) lctnal doses foi- themselves or our personnel.
1

\/ Hypnotism a;ipcars to hove l>ecn \iscd in some cases by the “evict.

It lias the possibilities of (a) lowcrinc resistance against telling the

truth and (b) inducing specific action-~or behavior in the subject. In

eel tain eases it vould be possible lor <1 skilled Russian operator to

brine about condition (a). yet leave the subject rrith no specific recollec-

tion of having been interrogated, b'ndcr condition, (b) it would bo possible

to brief an American, other prisoner or person, subsequently dispatch him

on a mission, and successfully debrief him upon retuni without his

recollection of the briefing or dcforicj"in£.



lb require:; skilled professional personnel bo pro-luce results, therefore

this method oT obtaining inlolli pence ..duI-I be vor.. limited jn numbers ar.

compared to the nee oT dm^s, 'out should br; far more effective in special

cases.

v/ 5« i’urco-bypnosis . Susceptibility to hypnotism varies from i>ercon

to person, but it is believed that slcilled Russian- operators cun readily

hypnotize about 2%,* of a proup oX persons. Tionover, at least dG.-i of a-

ijroup would be susceptible .following administration of certain dru~s

which are available to the Russians. This technique co’ild be used by

the Russians for effective psychological v;arf are.

.

j 6. Lilcctric and jjnr; Shock . Can easily be admi nis tored in various

decrees, and could lie used successfully by enemy operators for interroga-

tion of prisoners . It is unlikely, up to the prosent time, that the

Russians have developed a technique for inducing specific behavior in the

subject for subversive acts follor.'in[i shod:, but they probably could

succeed in a lar^e proportion of cases by combining shock and hypnosis.
#

\f 7. Ultrasonics. Ho information is available as to Soviet use of
. /
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ultrasonics for interrogation purposes, but their endeavor to .use any

possible method to accomplish results should initiate investigation of
x

this (possibility.

J
0. The Polygraph isin common Vise in many countries ajid probably

is used by the Soviet

.
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.at'.-.uont of tno irotucm .

Collection of .intelligence on method? and materials

used by the enemy.

, Preventive measures against the use of methods and

:r.a tori nls

.

. Prevention of effects if used.

. Differential diagnosis of effects.

. Treatment of eases.

acts bearin;; on the problem.

. Physical diu'css is not only.out of keeping with the

traditions and humane principles of tills country, but

is generally known to be of dubious effectiveness. Control

of cnoiiy acts is impossible.

«

>. fhe use of drugs', hypno-narcosis, and electric shock

are of primary importance.

;. Because of the subject under consideration it is essential

to allocate specific, lands -of investigation to highly

specialized personnel who are absolutely sound in security

This subject should be discussed with especially selected

• persons only, and should not be presented to general

committees such as th

s a group. Clearances

should bo obtained from the "eyes only"' group which has

a specific interest in tliis subject.



3. Discussion. by agreement, research on so-’c' of the 5 tens ha:;

boon under v;;ty lor defense purposes, i n l it ir. inadequate in coverage of

the subject. Certain kinds of vjork can T:-o. c inducted in connection with

routine psychiatric therapy, and with volunteers. The effects of many
»

drugs have been observed in the treat1 ton L of ' v\uy psye; tin eric patients,

but our !:nov«l.cdgc is deficient because a number of products ‘hove not been

tested.

llypno-nm'oo-analysis - has ’ocen effective but lias hot been fully

exploited.

The results of shoe!: -treatments, especially electric shod: are very

encouraging. deports show that experienced specialists could reveal

recent. use of electric shock, by proper interpretation in the use of the

electroencephalograph.

I4 . hecommanda lions .

Our present knowledge should lx: extended by complete coverage

of the following items, and coordination of all infoi“iat?.on including

covert intelligence for the various agencies and armed cervices conccrnedj

a. Collection of intelligence on methods and materials- used

by the enemy.

b. Preventive measures against the use of methods and materials.

c. Prevention of effects if used.
„

"

d. Differential diagnosis of effects.

e. Treatment of cases.
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